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historic Hall of Presidents from the World Showcase, a new addition to the park. Yes, WDW finally has a restaurant, entertainment, and shopping venues that seem to compete with the mall in my neighborhood. Before I get started, I need to give credit to Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party for the crowds. I’m really not into a place like this.
Honestly, I didn’t feel like I had a chance to enjoy the party as I was too busy with the park. For once, the entire day at the park was very enjoyable. I honestly didn’t understand it the first time I went to an Animal Kingdom at night. I had heard how beautiful it is and how much I was supposed to love it, but it was a bit overwhelming. Then I

found out how much some of the animals can get out of a drink; then I decided this was one park I wanted to visit. So if you’re like me, you might not love what Disney has done to Animal Kingdom in the area that you normally take a walk. But, they’re adding animal water rides, a brand new restaurant, and entertainment, and I don’t have a
problem with these additions. I am more than excited for the new attractions to open up. Winter Wishers Snow White’s Ice Palace has been a fun attraction at other locations, but I’m not sure I expected it to be so incredibly beautiful at Disney’s Animal Kingdom. The ice palace was created from 4.5 million pounds of snow that was hand

gathered in Southern California by Snoopy the Snowman, an original character at Disneyland (possibly the Mickey Mouse one). The ice palace is a replica of the ice palace that the Queen of the Northern Wind sees in the classic 1957 Walt Disney animated film, “Fantasia”. What I didn’t expect to enjoy was another animal water ride. Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs Mine Train is another example of Disney taking something from the classic cartoon and giving it to the
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